Introduction

60
Normal physiology of the nervous system depends on channeling signals into well-defined neuronal 61 circuits, without inadvertent interruptions from neighboring circuits. This is especially difficult because 62 80-90% of the synapses in the mammalian brain use the same neurotransmitter, Glutamate (Glu) 63 (Brady et al., 2012) . To maintain circuit resolution and accuracy, synaptically released Glu is removed 64 by secondary-active Glu Transporters (GluTs) (Danbolt, 2001 ; Tzingounis and Wadiche, 2007; (Barbour et al., 1994; Clements, 1996 ; Thomas et al., 2011) . Furthermore, recent studies suggest that To address this gap in our knowledge, we turn to the model system of the transparent nematode C. 96 elegans, which combines powerful genetic, molecular, and intact-animal optogenetic tools, with an 97 extraordinarily detailed description of the nervous system (White et al., 1986 ). In the nematode nerve 
Materials and methods
111
Strains and maintenance
112
All Caenorhabditis elegans strains were cultured at 20°C on MYOB plates (Brenner, 1974 (Kaplan and Horvitz, 1993; Hart et al., 1995) were conducted as previously described.
132
For the spontaneous mobility assay, the forward locomotion duration was determined until the 133 individual worm either halts movement or reverses. For nose touch response we determined the 134 number of worms responding (halting or reversing) or not responding (continuing forward mobility) to 135 collision with an eyelash. For each session, about 30 animals of each genotype were tested.
136
Avoidance drop assay was conducted for testing worms' avoidance response to a range of NaCl 137 concentrations as previously described (Chatzigeorgiou et al., 2013 
Microfluidics and imaging
151
Prior to imaging, adult worms were first transferred onto non-seeded MYOB holding plate. Worms 
178
We used F/F to indicate change in fluorescence intensity. F was defined as the baseline We now examine the functional role of these distal GluTs in more detail. We produced a combined 218 knockout of all distal GluTs (glt-3, glt-6, & glt-7) but were unable to produce a combined KO of 219 proximal GluTs (glt-1; glt-4), potentially because of a vital role in early development. We find that KO concentration.
333
The glutamatergic sensory ASE neuron was previously shown to be responsible for responses to low 2018). We used these web resources to locate the synapses relevant to our study. We find that the 370 neuronal processes of the two circuits we study are indeed adjacent, as they track rather closely in (and seem to release synaptic vesicles toward) the inner rim of the nerve ring (closer to the pharynx).
386
In our previous studies (Mano et al., 2007) , the expression of glt-4 was assigned to neurons, but 387 neuronal identities were difficult to ascertain, obscuring the basis for its privileged role. In contrast, Further to this hypothesis, we suspect that inhibiting pharyngeal pumping and animal motility may paralysis without disrupting neuronal activity, we also performed experiments using BDM (Goodman 445 and Chalfie, 1998), which induces paralysis directly in the muscle by inhibiting myosin. Though BDM 446 also has off-target effects, we speculate that similar effects seen when using either tetramisole or
447
BDM are most likely to come from their common effect on paralysis.
448
Prior to our paralysis experiments, we needed to run a few controls. We first verified that the 450 paralyzing agent, and especially the neuronally-active tetramisole, does not affect the activity of the 451 presynaptic neuron. Indeed, by using GCaMP expressed in ASH we verified that tetramisole did not 452 diminish ASH activity (Supplementary Figure 4) . Secondly, we verified that a paired stimulation Figures 6 and 7) , suggesting the effects we 467 see do not arise from the various side effects of the two drugs, but from the shared effect of paralysis. Our study focuses on synaptic clearance of Glu, a widely used non-degradable neurotransmitter, in a 484 compact nervous system lacking spines and glia-mediated anatomical separation between synapses.
485
We find that in the nematode nervous system, synaptic fidelity and circuit resolution is maintained by 486 a robust, two-tier system of proximal and distal Glu clearance. We observe that specific GluTs have a 487 privileged role in preserving accuracy and preventing spillover in specific circuits. We affirm that the There is considerable likelihood for this mechanism to affect additional neurotransmitters since the 
